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Abstract 
 
In this thesis, we analyze the performance of heterogeneous wireless communication 

systems that are composed of Optical Wireless Communication (OWC) and Radio 

Frequency (RF) systems. OWC systems further include long range outdoor Free 

Space Optical (FSO) systems and short range indoor Visible Light Communication 

(VLC) systems. 

 

Hybrid FSO/RF systems have emerged as a promising solution for high data rate 

wireless transmissions. Various transmission schemes including switch-over and soft-

switching had been presented for hybrid FSO/RF systems. To overcome the 

drawbacks of existing schemes, we present a new transmission strategy for hybrid 

FSO/RF systems exploring an adaptive combining technology. This new strategy 

shows an improved outage performance. Typically, when the transmitter and the 

receiver are provided with channel state information, the transmission schemes can 

be adaptively designed allowing the channel to be used more efficiently. We present 

two new joint adaptive transmission schemes for hybrid FSO/RF systems. The first one 

is joint adaptive modulation and adaptive combining scheme which improves the 

spectral efficiency of hybrid FSO/RF systems. The other one is joint power adaptation 

and adaptive combining scheme which improves the throughput and the outage 

performance of hybrid FSO/RF systems. We accurately evaluate the performance of 

both schemes. FSO technology can be used effectively in multiuser scenarios to 

support Point-to-Multi-Point (P2MP) networks. In P2MP networks, FSO links are used 

for data transmission from a central location to multiple users. In this thesis, we present 

a new P2MP network based on hybrid FSO/RF transmission system. A common 

backup RF link is used by the central station for data transmission to any user in case 

of the failure of its corresponding FSO link. Based on a Markov Chain formulation, we 

study the performance of the resulting system. P2MP Hybrid FSO/RF network 

achieves considerable performance improvement over the P2MP FSO-only network. 



In VLC, Light Emitting Diode (LED) is used for the purpose of simultaneous illumination 

and data communication at high data rate. However, the light originating from a LED 

source is naturally confined to a small area and is susceptible to blockages. Hybrid 

VLC/RF systems have been emerged as a promising solution to provide enhanced 

communication coverage. We introduce a new dual-hop VLC/RF system with energy 

harvesting relay to extend the coverage of indoor wireless system based on VLC. The 

second-hop RF transmission uses the harvested energy over the first-hop VLC 

transmission. In this thesis, we propose two different approaches for energy harvesting 

at the relay terminal. In the first approach, the relay harvests light energy from different 

artificial light sources and sunlight entering the room. In this approach, we develop a 

novel statistical model for the harvested electrical power and analyze the probability of 

data packet loss. In the second approach, the relay harvests energy from the VLC link 

by extracting the direct current component of the received optical signal. In this 

approach, we investigate the optimal design of the hybrid VLC/RF system in terms of 

data rate maximization. In both cases, we present extensive numerical examples to 

define important design guides line for VLC/RF systems. 

 


